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Two-Phase Flow Modeling of Sediment Motion
in Sheet-Flows above Plane Beds

Sandro Longo*

Abstract: Most models of sediment transport are based on the hypothesis of a weak interaction between the fluid and the sedim
where the main flow is subjected to the mass and momentum conservation of the fluid phase, with small corrections due to th
of the sediments. These models usually give a correct answer for conditions where the concentration of sediment is really low.
of high sediment transport, some models analyze the two subdomains separately, the high and the low concentration, and emp
constitutive equations. In the present model there is a two-phase description of the whole domain. The closure of the turbulen
interaction between the sediments and the fluid introduce approximations, but results are consistent with experiments an
models.
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Introduction

Sediment transport in a sheet flow regime occurs in many p
cal conditions. The field covers a wide range of physical s
tions: debris flow in its different stages, sheet flow under wa
rivers during flood, or in the swash zone during uprush and d
rush, strong currents and waves, and currents over a plane
The importance of such a mechanism of sediment transport i
to the large transport rate relative to all other mechanisms.

The sheet flow regime is characterized by the absence o
forms, with several layers of grain moving at the bottom at a
volume concentration. Many writers have explored the motio
dry grains in simple bounded flow fields or in unbounded
mains, as over an inclined bed~Johnson et al. 1990; Anderson a
Jackson 1992; Nott and Jackson 1992! or chutes. In such a sit
ation, the fluid phase plays a secondary role in defining the
field. The momentum balance equations for the particulate p
need to be supplied with constitutive equations to relate the s
tensor to the state variables and their gradients. The clos
often obtained using the results of the dense gas theory~Lun et al.
1984! for kinetic and collisional stresses, and using the Coul
approach for the frictional components. A specific effort has
devoted to defining the proper boundary conditions~Haff 1983;
Hui et al. 1984; Jenkins and Richman 1986; Pasquarell and
ermann 1989; Jenkins and Askari 1991; Gutt and Haff 19!,
which are extremely important for the modeling of the analy
problem and strengthening the reality of the results.

When the fluid phase plays a significant role in sharing
stresses with the sediment phase, there is the necessity
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proper modeling of the stress tensors in both phases, includin
interactions. The pioneering work of Bagnold~1954! in this di-
rection has been followed by other writers, such as Hanes
Bowen~1985!; Ahilan and Sleath~1987!; Lamberti et al.~1991!;
Ribberink and Al Salem~1995!; and Dong and Zhang~1999!.
Detailed experiments are scarce because it is difficult to m
accurate measurements in the area of intense sediment tra
~Pugh and Wilson 1999!. The measure of grain volume conc
tration requires nonstandard techniques and the use of instru
with strongly nonlinear behavior@Sumer et al.~1996! used induc
tive probes, Pugh and Wilson~1999! used ag-ray concentratio
measuring device#.

Considering a stream of water flowing on a bottom w
grains, we can expect the following scenarios depending on
tom friction.
1. Fluid stream carrying grains in suspensions at low con

trations. The dynamics of the mixture are similar to the
namics of the clear water and weakly influenced by
grains. The interactions between grains and mean flow
are represented by drag and lift forces and by the inert
the added mass. The presence of grains usually reduc
fluid turbulence energy, as low concentration of small
ticles reduce the resistance of the fluid stream. The int
tion between fluid turbulence and grains is different at di
ent wave numbers. At length scales smaller than the
diameter, the vortices exert a pressure on the grain su
inducing a random walk of the particle, with a net movem
toward regions of less anisotropy in cases of nonisotr
turbulence. At length scales greater than the grain diam
the grain can be trapped in the vortex motion, provided
the velocity in the vortex is of the order of the settling
locity of the particle. The turbulent field modifications due
grains are mainly restricted to wave numbers larger tha
grain wave number~based on grain diameter! in the first
case, and are negligible in the second. The grains have
ligible self-interactions, but they are quite effective in tra
ferring momentum moving in the flow field. The net flux
momentum, equivalent to a stress, usually acts to equ

the momentum in the flow field.
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2. At intermediate grain volume concentrations, collision
tween particles is frequent. The granular phase starts to
an independent and significant role in the transmissio
stress through collisions, and to transfer energy into
thermodynamic energy due to inelastic collisions betw
grains. The fluid acts in reducing the velocity fluctuation
particles, and the scale of the microvortices is stro
damped by the interparticles voids geometry. Fluid jets o
nate near colliding particles, transferring energy at a le
scale smaller than the grain diameter scale. Thus the g
partly act as an energy bypass from the mean motion t
small scale of turbulence.

3. At high grain volume concentration the fluid turbulence
ergy level decays very fast, and grains carry most of
stress. Using Bagnold’s expression for granular stress i
ertial regime, we can estimate the order of magnitude o
ratio between the granular stress and the fluid turbul
stress level as

ts

t f
= OSrsl

2d2s]U/]yd2

r fl
2s]U/]yd2 D > OSrsl

2d2

r fl
2 D s1d

with ld representing the free path of the grains having d
eterd, and l5length scale of turbulence.Os¯d indicates an
order of magnitude@however, Chen and Ling~1996, 1998!;
and Hunt et al.~2002! revisited Bagnold’s data and co
cluded that the value of the fluid index, the exponent of
shear rate in the constitutive equation, is,1.5#. The grains
are at contact for a time interval of the order of the t
between encounters, the kinetic stress component is n
gible, and the quasi-static~friction! stress component tends
dominate the collisional component.

4. For concentrations higher than,0.9 C* , where
C*5maximum packing concentration, the grains state
rest and the fluid flow field reduces to seepage.

In the present analysis, sediment transport in sheet flow
ditions in a general framework is treated. Application is limite
a 1-DV ~one dimension in the vertical! formulation. It is assume
that the Shields parameter is high enough~,20 times that re
quired to set individual grains in motion! to prevent bed form
growing and to guarantee the existence of a flat bottom. A
phase scheme is used in which the two phases, solid and flu
considered continua that are mechanically interacting and h
dispersed.

The current paper is organized as follows: a section is d
cated to the governing equations, developed within the ge
framework of multiphase systems; equations are then writte
explicit form for a two-phase system in a 1-DV formulation; c
sure schemes for turbulence energy and dissipation, and the
action between the two phases, are outlined in the third and f
sections; the fifth and sixth sections deal with the rheology o
granular phase and with the boundary conditions for the s
differential equations; the theoretical approach is followed by
merical integration and comparison with experiments or prev
models. Comparisons throughout refer to the thickness o
sheet flow layer, to velocity profiles, transport rate, and the
tion factor.

Governing Equations

Considering a multiphase system, the continuity and mome

equations, written in conservative form for the generic phase, are

J

-

]r

]t
+ ¹ · srUd = 0 s2d

]srUd
]t

+ ¹ · srUUd + ¹ ·T − rf = 0

s3d
Tij = Tji

where r5mass density; U5velocity; and
UU=Un ^ Um5tensorial product of the two vectorsU; T5stress
tensor; andf5force per unit mass. All the variables are local
instantaneous. To avoid solving a multiboundary problem, a
remove the fluctuations of the variables, we adopt Reynold
composition and a space average as suggested by Drew~1983!.
Following Drew ~1983!, we introduce the phasic functi
Xjsx ,td=1 if the vector positionx is in the phasej at the timet,
otherwiseXjsx ,td=0. Considering any tensorh function of spac
x and timet and a weighting functionassd, wheres5space vecto
describing the volume of integrationV, its space average iskhl
=eVhsx+s,tdassddV. Multiplying the mass and the momentu
conservation equations by the generalized functionXj and aver
aging in space, yields

]F jr̃ j

]t
+ ¹ · sF jr̃ jÛ jd = 0 s4d

]sF jr̃ jÛ jd
]t

+ ¹ · sF jr̃ jU jÛ jd = − ¹ · sF jT̃ jd + F jr̃ j f̂ j + M j

s5d

whereF j =kXjl; M j =kT j ·¹Xjl5interfacial force~¹Xj is nonzero
only at the interface between the two phases! and the symbol

s¯d
,

=kXjs¯dl / kXjl=kXjs¯dl /F j; s¯dˆ =kXjrs¯dl / kXjrl5phasic
and density weighted average operators. We have assum
phase change, and we have neglected the mass and the str
the interface. If the fluid phase behaves like a Newtonian fl

the stress tensorT̃ f is decomposed in terms of pressure and e
stresses

T̃ f = sp̃f − l f¹̃ ·U fdI − 2m fD̃ f s6d

where p̃f5isotropic component ofT̃ f; D f5rate of deformatio
tensor; andl f and m f5bulk and shear viscosities, which are
sumed constant and uniform.

The stress tensor in the granular phase can be similarl
pressed, with bulk and shear viscosities and isotropic pre
dependent on the grain volume concentration and pseudotem
ture ~pseudotemperature is the variance of the grain velo
equivalent to kinetic turbulent energy for the fluid phase!. If the
pseudotemperature is treated as an independent variabl
structure of Eq.~6! is also formally correct for the granular pha

We assume that the interface termM j can be decomposed
follows:

M j = pj ,int
j ¹ F j + M j

d s7d

where pj ,int
j 5interfacial pressure on thej side and M j

d=ksp
−pj ,intd¹Xjl−kt j

j ·¹Xjl5interfacial force density. For a consta
interfacial pressurepj ,int

j over a particle scale, the equa
kpj ,int

j ¹Xjl=pj ,int
j ¹F j holds.

For a two-phase system the number of unknowns is gr

than the number of equations, and assumptions of closure are
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needed to relate the stressest̃ j to the characteristics of the flo
field ~three equations per phase!. To describe the pressure diff
encespj ,int

j − p̃jd for each phase and the interfacial force den
M j

d, a relation is required between the isotropic pressures o
two phases, between the variablesF j, in terms of the state var
ables. We will assume that both phases are incompressibr̃ j

=const, and thatFs=C and F f =1−C. We also introduce Rey
nolds decomposition of the instantaneous space and time
aged variables.

In uniform conditions, variation in thex direction is zero an
only variation in they direction is important. For fluid–partic
mixtures in a 2D system, the equations of continuity and li
momentum balance in 1-DV formulation reduce to

r f

]s1 − CdUx

]t
+ r f

]s1 − CdUxUy − C8Uy8Ux

]y
+ s1 − Cd

]p

]x

+ r f

]s1 − CdUx8Uy8

]y
− r fs1 − Cdg sin a + Msx

d = 0 s8d

rs

]CVx

]t
+ rs

]CVxVy + C8Vy8Vx

]y
+ C

]p

]x
+

]stsc+ rsCVx8Vy8d
]y

− rsCg sin a − Msx
d = 0 s9d

r f

]s1 − CdUy − C8Uy8

]t
+ r f

]s1 − CdUyUy − 2C8Uy8Uy

]y
+ s1 − Cd

]p

]y

+ r f

]s1 − CdUy8Uy8

]y
+ r fs1 − Cdg cosa + Msy

d = 0 s10d

s11d

−
]C

]t
+

]s1 − CdUy − C8Uy8

]y
= 0 s12d

]C

]t
+

]CVy + C8Vy8

]y
= 0 s13d

with U;sUx,Uyd and V ;sVx,Vyd being the fluid and sedime
velocity. All the variables are time averaged, and the ove
indicates the time correlation. The viscous contribution in
carrier phase is neglected as it is of a small order. It is ass
that the interface effects are negligible, and the isotropic pre
in the fluid and granular phase is in equilibrium, withpf,int

f

=ps,int
s ;pint=pf =ps. The time derivatives are retained only

numerical purpose, as explained in “Application.”

Closure Scheme and Interaction between the Two
Phases

In the set of equations@~8!–~13!# more unknowns than equatio

are still present. We need constitutive relations to model
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Ui8Uj8 ,C8Ui8,C8Vi8 ,M s
d,M f

d. The correlations between the fluctu
ing terms of the fluid velocity can be modeled using a diffu
scheme

Ui8Uj8 = − ntsUi,j + Uj ,id +
2

3
di jk −

2

3
ntdi jUj ,j

s14d

C8Ui8 = C8Vi8 = −
nt

Scc
C,i

with nt=Cmsk2/«d, k= 1
2Ui

’Ui
’ , and Scc denoting the turbulen

Schmidt’s number for concentration. The pressure–concent
correlations have been dropped for simplicity, even though
could be modeled using previously published schemes~e.g., Rotta
1951!.

The components of the interfacial force density,M f
d, M s

d and
their fluctuations, can be specified on the basis of the force a
on an insulated moving sphere in a generic flow. The hydr
namic force acting on the granular phase is expressed as

M s
d = nF = r fCF3

4
CDe

1

d
uU − V usU − Vd + CMeSDfU

Dt
−

DsV

Dt
D

+ CLesU − Vd ∧ VG s15d

with n=6C/pd3 representing the number of particles per
volume. The coefficientsCDe, CMe, and CLe5effective drag
adjoint-mass, and lift coefficients evaluated for a cloud of
ticles, respectively. The term representing pressure effects
ready present in the linear momentum balance equation, an
been dropped in the expression of the interfacial mome
transfer.V5vorticity, andDs andDf5material derivative follow
ing the sediments and the fluid, respectively. The lift term is
widely used also because it is difficult to measure. In addition
questionable to introduce it if the particle is of the same siz
the smallest wavelength of the turbulence~Tchen 1947!.

A Reynolds decomposition of the interfacial momentum tr
fer generates 14 new components involving correlations. T
components have not been further analyzed due to the diffi
in modeling and validating all of their correlations.

Experimental relationships are available for the effective
coefficients~Rubey 1933; Maude and Whitmore 1958!

CDe = S 24

Rd
+ 2DY s1 − Cd4.5; Rd =

uU − V ud
n

s16d

A semiempirical correction for the added mass coefficient, v
to the orderOsCd obtained by Mokeyev~1977!, is represented b
the equationCMe=CMs1+4.2Cd, whereCM =0.5. Unfortunately
similar equations are not available that include the effect
cloud of particles in the residual coefficients. For the lift we
sume thatCLe=CL=0.5.

The force densitiesM j
d for the two phases have to be equal

with opposite sign, withM f
d=−M s

d.

Closure of the Turbulence Energy Equation

Modeling turbulence in a two-phase system is more complic
than in a single phase, with fluid turbulence being strongly in
enced by the motion of the grains. We adopt a classicalk−«

model, modified to include extra-production and extra-dissipation
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terms due to the presence of sediments, as proposed by
hobashi and Abou-Arab~1983!. The modeled equation for turb
lent kinetic energy is represented as follows:

Fstat= r fCS3

4
CDe

1

d
uU − V u2 + CLeusU − Vd ∧ VuD s17d

wherek=0.5Ui8Ui8 represents the fluid turbulent kinetic ener
and «=nUi,k8 Ui,k8 is its rate of dissipation,Sck is the Schmidt’s
number for turbulence energy,Fstat is part of the stationary dra
The terms on the left-hand side of the equation model tran
and convection effects; the terms on the right-hand side repr
turbulent diffusionsDd, productionsPd, extra production due t
buoyancysPextrad, dissipation, and extra dissipations«extrad.

A similar equation can be obtained for the turbulence en
dissipation:

r fs1 − Cd
]«

]t
+ r fs1 − CdUy

]«

]y
− 2r f«

nt

Scc

]2C

]y2

= − r f

]Ss1 − Cdsnt/Sc«d
]«

]y
D

]y

+ C«1sP + Pextrad
«

k
+ r fs1 − CdsC«2« + C«3«extrad

«

k
s18d

whereSc«5Schmidt’s number for turbulence energy dissipat
The model involves a few coefficients whose values have bee
on the basis of computer simulation or experimental evide
The assumed values of the coefficients are reported in Table
are commonly used in literature~e.g., Elghobashi and Abou-Ara
1983!. There are some theoretical difficulties with evaluating
rate of dissipation« in dense particle flows. The rate of dissi
tion is usually related to the length scale of the vortices m
effective in dissipation,«~k3/2/L. In dense-particle flows th
scale of these vortices can be limited by the interparticle dista
To include this effect, Kenning and Crowe~1997! introduced a
hybrid length scale for viscous dissipation which depends on
the average interparticle spacing and the dissipation scale
fluid in the absence of particle.

Stress Tensor in the Granular Phase

The sediment kinetic and collisional stresses are modeled ac
ing to Lun et al.~1984!. The writers modify the theory of den
gases of Chapman and Cowling~1970! to account for the elasti
ity of grains, and express the transport coefficients as functi
~1! a pseudotemperatureT~ uV82u ~it corresponds to fluid turbu

lence energy!, ~2! the local concentration, and~3! the restitution

J

coefficient. Pseudothermal energy is generated, convected
fused, and dissipated according to a balance equation. The
mechanisms of transmission of stresses are binary collision
tween particles~collisional component! and flux of momentum
~kinetic component!. The model neglects particle rotation and
interparticle fluid.

Among all the micromechanics theories, the model by Lu
al. ~1984! covers the entire range of concentrations and has
tested widely against other similar models and experimenta
sults of dry grains motion over inclined beds and chutes~e.g.,
Nott and Jackson 1992!.

In compact form, the kinetic and collisional stresses in
granular phase are represented by

ssk+ ssc= rsf1T − xS f11 −
f2

2
DÎTS ]Vy

]y
D

s19d

tsk+ tsc= − x
f2

2
ÎTS ]Vx

]y
D

where f1, f11, and f25functions of the concentration, the ma
mum concentrationC* , and the coefficient of elasticity of th
spherical particles. The variablex depends on grain mass volu
and diameter.

The balance equation for the pseudothermal energy is

3

2
rsCS ]T

]t
+ Vy

]T

]y
D +

]qPTy

]y
+ sssk+ sscd

]Vy

]y
+ stsk+ tscd

]Vx

]y
+ I

= 0 s20d

whereqPTy5vertical component of the pseudothermal flux

qPTy= − lf3

]T

]y
ÎT − lf4

]C

]y
TÎT s21d

and I5dissipation rate

I =
rs

d
f5TÎT s22d

where f3, f4, and f55functions of the concentration, the ma
mum concentrationC* , and the coefficient of elasticity of th
spherical particles. The variablel depends on grain mass volum
grain diameter, and elastic restitution coefficient.

The value of the restitution coefficient should be related to
interparticle fluid, to the shape of the particles and the rough
of their surface, and to the relative velocity of impact. Differ
values of the elastic restitution coefficients between particl
the shear layersed and between particles in motion and a part
at rest representing the boundarysewd, reflect the different dynam

Table 1. Value Adopted for the Coefficients ink-« Turbulence Mode
~from Elghobashi and Abou-Arab 1983!

Coefficient Value adopted in the present model

Cm 0.09

C«1 1.44

C«2 1.92

C«3 1.2

Sc« 1.3

Sck 1.0

Scc 1.0
ics of collisions.
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At high volume concentrations, another source of stress is
tion. The available models for frictional stresses are less so
ticated, and mainly empirical. In fully developed plane shearin
simple relationship between frictional normal stress and con
tration is provided by Johnson and Jackson~1987!

s fric =
Fs

sC0 − Cdn s23d

where the exponentn is very high ~of the order of 40!, and
Fs5coefficient of the order 10−30 N/m2. C0 is assumed to equ
the maximum concentration. Performing the local analysi
equilibrium, the frictional contribution to the shear stress is g
by

t fric = − s fric tanwd s24d

wherewd5internal friction angle in dynamic conditions. We a
assume that the frictional stresses can simply be added to d
sive stresses.

The last term to be modeled is the component of the gra
pressure parallel to the bottom in the main direction of motion
general, it is driven by the free stream motion, as represent

]p

]x
= r f

]U

]t
− r fgh + r fg sin a s25d

where Ustd5external velocity;h5surface slope to generate
current; anda5bottom slope angle.

The model has been applied to a case involving a free st
in a uniform steady condition over an inclined mobile bed wi
zero pressure gradient in the direction of motion.

Boundary conditions

The following set of boundary conditions at the bottomsy=ybd
and free surfacesy=ytd are fixed:

Uxsybd = useep

Vxsybd = Uysybd = Vysybd = 0

SCVy −
nt

Scc

]C

]y
D

y=yt

= 0 s26d

U ]Ux

]y
U

y=yt

= U ]Vx

]y
U

y=yt

= 0

U ]k

]y
U

y=yt

= U ]«

]y
U

y=yt

= U ]T

]y
U

y=yt

= psytd = 0

whereuseep5seepage fluid velocity. This value can be set to
with negligible error.

More detailed boundary conditions at the bottom are nece
for the pseudotemperature, turbulence energy, and dissipatio
concentration. Following Jenkins and Richman~1986!, the bal-
ance of pseudoenergy at the bottom can be written as

− n · qPT = D s27d

wheren5outward normal, andD5rate of dissipation of pseudo
hermal energy due to the particle–boundary collisions as a
tion of the coefficient of restitution of energyew for collisions
between grains in motion and grains at rest. Eq.~27! can be

expressed in compact form as
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fS ]C

]y
,
]T

]y
,C,TD = 0 s28d

The boundary condition for« andk at the bottom are fixed in th
hypothesis of local balance of production and dissipation of
bulence energy near the bottom. A logarithmic velocity pro
coupled with a consideration of the influence of the sedim
through the Richardson flux number~Brørs 1991!, yields

k =
4.05u*

2

2Î0.19 +
s0.06 – 0.48Rid

s1 − Rid

s29d

« =
u*

3

ky
s1 − Rid

whereu*5friction velocity related to the fluid tangential stre
k5Von Kármán’s constant; andRi is the gradient Richardso
number. The gradient Richardson number, defined as the
between the generation of turbulent energy due to buoyanc
shear, can simply be defined as

Ri =

nt

Scc

gsrs − r fd
frsC + r fs1 − Cdg

]C

]y

ntS ]Ux

]y
D2 s30d

It is still necessary to fix the boundary condition for the con
tration. The Coulombic equilibrium for the first layer of grains
rest below flowing sediments is

utsu ø ussc+ ssk+ s fricutanws s31d

wherews5internal friction angle in static condition.
Using Eqs.~23! and ~24!, Eq. ~31! is arranged as

Cb = C0 − nÎ Fs tanws

utsu − usscutanws
s32d

It is a limiting condition. The minimum concentration at the b
tom is a function of the stresses near the bottom. The bo
concentration is slightly less than the reference concentration
higher values of the friction static internal angle require sm
bottom concentration. The kinetic contributionssk is negligible a
high concentration.

Application

The differential problem contains nine partial differential eq
tions, i.e., two linear momentum balance equations in the
zontal@Eqs.~8! and~9!#, two linear momentum balance equati
in the vertical@Eqs. ~10! and ~11!#, two equations of continuit
@Eqs. ~12! and ~13!#, turbulence energy and turbulence ene
dissipation balance@Eqs. ~17! and ~18!#, and the pseudotherm
energy balance@Eq. ~20! # with nine unknowns: two horizont
and two vertical velocities for fluid and grains, fluid press
grain volume concentration, turbulence energy and turbu
dissipation, and pseudotemperature. The integration of the d
ential problem has been carried out using a time relax
scheme that is explicit with respect to time, and implicit w
respect to space. Only the continuity equation has been integ

using a McCormack predictor-corrector explicit scheme. A stag-
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gered nonuniform grid has been used, with the state vari
computed at the main and midnode as shown in Fig. 1. Th
derlined variables represent the unknowns.

The finite-difference scheme leads to a nonlinear syste
equations at each time step, reduced to a tridiagonal linea
system. The system is solved utilizing the Thomas algorithm
time integration is stopped when the nonstationary terms be
several orders of magnitude smaller than the other terms. Th
contains 100 nodes with successful tests to check the grid
independence of the scheme. The number of nodes has bee
to obtain a space step equivalent to the grain diameter ne
bottom. The system is strongly nonlinear and generally sen
to small variations in posing the boundary conditions. The bo
ary conditions for the turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation
pseudotemperature are applied at the first midnode over th
tom, where the space step is of the order of the grain diam
Some sensitivity tests on optimal space step showed that th
lution is invariant choosing a grid with smaller size but check
that the first midnode over the bottom is in the domain w
molecular viscosity has negligible effects.

Comparison has been made with the experiments of Sum
al. ~1996! and of Nnadi and Wilson~1992! with respect to con
centration, friction factor, and total sediment load. Sumer e
~1996! have carried out experiments in a tilting flume with dim
sions 0.3 by 0.3 m. Most of the tests were conducted with a
while some were conducted with a free surface flow. Four di
ent sediments were used, but we compare some of the r
obtained for only two of the sediment types. These are na
Nos. 3 and No. 4 in the original paper, and 3a and 4a in
present paper. Properties of these sediments are shown in T
We have supposed a free surface flow, with a depth of 0.08 m
the experiment with sand grains and 0.11 m for the experim
with acrylic grains. The water depth was chosen, jointly with
bottom inclination, in order to obtain a value of the Shields
rameter equal to the value listed by Sumer et al. for the c
spondent experiments. The depth is not relevant as long a

Table 2. Material Properties~from Sumer et al. 1996!

Sediment Material
Grain size

smd
Dry relat

density

3a Acrylic 0.60310−3 1.13

4a Sand 0.13310−3 2.65

Fig. 1. Staggered grid used for the numerical computations
J

d

.

boundary conditions listed in Eq.~26! are smoothly satisfied.
not, the signals of ill-posedness of the scheme are strong nu
cal instabilities and consequent crashing of the numerical cod
real systems, some instabilities can develop, but the treatm
these instabilities and their interpretation is beyond the sco
the present work. For the modeled experiments, a limiting lo
value of the depth is,30% less than the chosen depth of 0.08
0.11 m, whereas increasing the chosen depth does not mod
results in the domain of interest.

Nnadi and Wilson~1992! report the results of experimen
conducted in a pressurized horizontal conduit of square cros
tion 9.839.8 cm. They used four different sediments, as repo
in Table 3, measuring discharges of slurry and of solids, dep
flows, and pressure gradients in order to calculate the rel
parameter of the motion. The values for the parameters adop
the present model are in reported in Table 4.

Fig. 2 displays the main terms for linear momentum bala
for sediment phase@Eq. ~11! #. The upper limit of the sheet-flo
layer is drawn according to the analysis presented in a subse
section. Convection@term Ia in Eq. ~11!# is of lower order with
respect to other contributions, and is not shown. In the suspe
domain, the balance is essentially amongst buoyancy~II !, gravity
~IV!, and dragsVad. The intergranular stress gradient~III ! and lift
sVbd are significant only in the sheet-flow layer. DiffusionsIbd is
important at the interface.

Figs. 3 and 4 display thek-« equation balances. Diffusion
negligible and convection is significant only in the sheet-
layer, and in the suspension domain the balance is local. T
lence energy and dissipation~see Figs. 5 and 6! reach a maximum
in the sheet-flow layer and decay monotonically for sand.
acrylic grains show a slightly different behavior, with lower v
ues for turbulence. Turbulent diffusivity is strongly damped in
grain bed, with a length scale related to the mean distance a
the grain particles~Fig. 7!.

Figs. 8 and 9 display the pseudothermal energy balanc
the pseudotemperature distribution. The balance tends to be
only near the top of the sheet-flow layer, where the pseudo
perature is a minimum.

Thickness of the Sheet-Flow Layer

The sheet-flow layer is usually defined as a region of the do
where the grains are supported mainly by intergranular stres
to collision. The momentum exchange due to transfer of par

Fall velocity
sm/sd Remarks

2.0310−2 Spherical grains withd50=0.60310−3 m

1.2310−2 Natural sand withd50=0.13310−3 m

Table 3. Material Properties~from Nnadi and Wilson 1992!

Number Material
Grain size

smd
Dry relative

density

1b Bakelite 1.05310−3 1.56

2b Bakelite 0.67310−3 1.56

3b Sand 0.70310−3 2.67

4b Nylon 3.94310−3 1.14
ive
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between regions with different mean velocities can be negle
in this layer. A number of expressions for sheet-flow layer th
ness can be found in the literature. Following Hanes and Bo
~1985! ~hereafter HB! and assuming a hydrostatic fluid pressur
linear concentration profile, and a constant dynamic fric
angle, the relative thickness of the sheet-flow layer may be
pressed as

d

d
=

2Qs1/tanwr − 1/tanwdd
C0 + Cd

s33d

where wr5critical dynamic angle of internal friction
wd5dynamic friction angle; andCd5grain volume concentratio
at the top of the layer.

Kobayashi and Seo~1985! ~hereafter KS! locate the interfac
between the bed load and the suspended load regions at a r
height with the expression

d

d
=Î Q

Qc
s34d

whereQc5critical Shields parameter, whose value is a func
of the Reynolds particle number and asymptotically equal to

Wilson ~1987! and Wilson and Pugh~1988! ~hereafter WP!
utilize the following expression:

d

d
=

Q

C̄ tanw
s35d

wherew85Coulombic friction angle; andC̄5mean concentratio
in the layer. Pugh and Wilson~1999! performed detailed expe
ments to measure a linear concentration profile near the bo

Table 4. Material Properties Adopted in the Present Model

Property Acrylic Sand

d 0.60310−3 m 0.13310−3 m

e 0.8 0.8

ew 0.6 0.6

Fs 3.6310−31 Pa 3.6310−31 Pa

n 40 40

ws 26° 32°

wd 25° 31°

rs 1,130 kg m−3 2,650 kg m−3

Fig. 2. Balance among the different terms of Eq.~11! in stationary
conditions.d=0.13 mm,s=2.65, andQ=1.68
372 / JOURNAL OF HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING © ASCE / MAY 2005
e

and used this feature to define the layer height. The top-
concentration on average is equal to,0.05.

Sumer et al.~1996! evaluated the thickness of the sheet-fl
layer from concentration profile measurements for acrylic 0.6
and from visual observations for plastic~3.0 and 2.6 mm!. The
prediction from the concentration measurements is the la
probably because strong errors are implicit in this method.

A criterion suggested here consists of relating the thickne
the sheet-flow layer to the stress regime. An initial definitio
based on the following considerations. Fluid tangential stres
cays near the bottom, where sediment tangential stress be
dominant. The top level of the sheet-flow layer can be assum
correspond to the inflexion point of the fluid tangential st
profile, where a negligible grain stress is present as shown in
10. A second definition is based on the ratio between fluid
gential stress and sediment tangential stress. We can assu
sheet-flow layer extends to the domain where fluid tange
stress becomes,1% of the sediment tangential stress.

The results of numerical simulations are compared to the
layer height and to the HB sheet-flow thickness, with a top-l
concentration of 0.05 and a critical friction angle of 31 and
for sand and acrylic, respectively, and to KS sheet-flow thick
with Qc=0.06. The definition based on the inflection point of
fluid tangential stress shows that the values for sand and a
tend to be unique for high Shields parameters, with relative t
ness being higher for sand than for acrylic. The computed t
ness is much smaller than the measured thickness based
criterion of Pugh and Wilson~1999!, as indicated in Fig. 11~a!.

Fig. 3. k-equation balance.d=0.13 mm,s=2.65, andQ=1.68

Fig. 4. «-equation balance.d=0.13 mm,s=2.65, andQ=1.68



n
Fig. 5. Turbulence energy distribution, see Table 5 for captio
on
Fig. 6. Turbulence dissipation, see Table 5 for caption
are
Fig. 7. Turbulent diffusivity, see Table 5 for caption
J

Fig. 8. Pseudothermal energy balance
Fig. 9. Pseudotemperature distribution, see Table 5 for capti
Fig. 10. Stress distribution in stationary conditions. The values
nondimensional with respect tor fu*

2, d=0.13 mm,s=2.65, andQ
=1.68
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The second definition gives higher values of nondimens
thickness and are much closer to the Wilson and Pugh crite
as shown in Fig. 11~b!.

Velocity Profiles

The fluid velocity profiles shown in Fig. 12 clearly predict a lo
rithmic region. As a convenient means of interpreting the re
of the present model, they have been interpolated using the
sical function

Fig. 11. Sheet-flow layer thickness. WP: Wilson and Pugh mo
HB: Hanes and Bowen model; KS: Kobayashi and Seo’s mods
anda represent the computed value from the present model for
and acrylic, respectively; Svo: Sumer et al. from visual observ
for Plastic~3.0 and 2.6 mm!; Scm: Sumer et al. from concentrati
measurements for acrylic 0.6 mm.~a! First criterion and~b! second
criterion.

Fig. 12. Fluid horizontal velocity, see Table 5 for caption
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Ux =
u*

k
lnS y

y0
D s36d

where the friction velocity is given and the Von Kármán’s “c
stant” is treated as a parameter. The computed values of th
stant and of the reference levely0 are reported in Table 5. Th
reduction of the Von Kármán’s constant with an increase in a
age concentration is in agreement with many measuremen
detailed analysis of the effects of density stratification~Turner
1973! on the velocity profiles indicates that the Von Kármá
coefficients are corrected according to the expression:

k =
k0

1 + a Rid
s37d

where k05coefficient without stratification;Rid5Richardson
number at the top of the shear layer; anda5coefficient equal to
~Webb 1970! nearly equal to the value 4.7 adopted in Businge
al. ~1971!. The effect is a damping of turbulence. The comp
Richardson numbers and correction coefficients are report
Table 5. The results are in agreement with Pugh and W
~1999!, with a Richardson number increasing with the Shi
parameter and with a more evident damping in turbulence, b
computed correction factor is not constant. The reduction o
Von Kármán’s constant is also revealed in duct flows as a se
order correction effect on the wall boundary layer~Tennekes an
Lumley 1972! and is widely discussed in sediment-laden flow
Lyn ~1992!.

The Von Kármán’s constant is reduced due to the presen
sediments whereas the effective roughness height becomes
As a consequence the flow resistance is reduced due to th
effect and is increased to the second effect~see the next section!.
The second effect is dominant at relatively high volume con
tration, as can be deduced observing the friction factor versu
Shield parameter. The increasing of the effective roughness h
is addressed to the increased momentum exchange induced
presence of sediments, similar to the increasing of the effe
roughness height due to externally generated turbulence~see
Kozakiewicz et al. 1998!.

The difference in the velocity profiles for sand and for acr
is explained in terms of a different importance of the gran
phase in the stress balance. The functionsx and l in Eqs. ~19!
and ~21! assume higher values for acrylic than for sand, the
sipation rate in Eq.~22! is lower for acrylic than for sand. Th
distributions of the pseudotemperature reported in Fig. 9 ind
higher values for acrylic than for sand. The result is that
granular stress is dominant if the dispersed phase is repre
by acrylic grains and the fluid phase stress play a minor role.
interpretation is also supported by the turbulence energy dis
tion reported in Fig. 5.

More interesting is sediment velocity within the sheet fl
layer. Pugh and Wilson~1999! report experimental results
which sediment velocity within the sheet flow layer collapse

Table 5. Von Kármán’s Constant and Reference Level

Material Q k y0/d Rid a

Sand 1.10 0.3805 1.244 0.015 3.

Sand 1.68 0.3540 1.528 0.035 3.

Sand 2.20 0.3322 1.897 0.038 5.

Acrylic 1.96 0.4534 0.490 — —

Acrylic 3.99 0.3603 0.959 0.035 3.1
a straight line. Measurements in the lower half of the layer dis-
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played large scattering due to the characteristics of the cond
ity probe used in the experiment. The slope of the straight line
an approximate value equal to,0.6, and the velocity at the to
level of the sheet flow layer isUx>9.4u* .

Longo and Lamberti~2002! report experimental results on v
locity and pseudotemperature in a dry granular stream~air was
the interparticles fluid! in a rotating drum. In the area domina
by collisions the sediment velocity profile is linear; in the a
dominated by frictional stress~quasi-static domain! the velocity
profile has an inflection.

The sediment velocity profiles computed with the pre
model, and normalized on the velocity at the top level of
sheet-flow layer~not shown!, collapse in a single curve that is n
straight, and which possesses a slope equal to,0.25–0.35 a
y/d=1. The velocity at the top level of the sheet flow laye
Ux>6.8 u* for sand, with higher values being obtained
acrylic. The lag with respect to the horizontal fluid velocity~not
shown! is of the order of the friction velocity, being higher f
coarse particles, and reaches a minimum immediately outsid
sheet-flow layer.

The absence of inflection near the static layer in sedimen
locity profiles is presumably due to the poor description of
tion. The structure of Eq.~23! is substantially equivalent to
Dirac function and no frictional boundary layer is allowed. P
sumably also Pugh and Wilson’s data would show inflectio
velocity profiles near the static layer if measurements were
sible in this area through the impedance probe they used.

Fig. 13. Grain volume concentration for sand; symbols: Sumer e
and lines: present model

Fig. 15. Global nondimensional transport rate versus Shields p
Meyer-Peter and Müller model. Nnadi and Wilson data: +: sand;
function F=19.8Q1.83 of the computed points for sand~s! and acry
J

Figs. 13 and 14 show predicted concentration profiles ve
experimental results for different values of the Shields param
The fittings are encouraging, especially for sand grains an
bed load region. When the sediment vertical velocity beco
positive, usually when Shields parameter values are high, a
version of the concentration profile appears, even though
limited to two or three grain diameters. This phenomenon is m
evident for acrylic grains, as they are lighter than sand grain
therefore subject to strong vertical velocity gradients.

The failure of the model in correctly predicting the behavio
light particles is probably due to the approximate coefficient
ues adopted in the expression representing interfacial force
sity. In addition the effects of bursting, detailed in Sumer e
~1996! but also by Dyer and Soulsby~1988!, are not included i
the present model. Bursts represent an intermittent conve
transport phenomenon, but only diffusion is included in Eq.~12!
@see Eq.~14!#.

Transport Rate, Friction Factor

The transport rate can be obtained by integrating in the ve
the sediment horizontal flux. The global transport rate ca
divided into bed-load~in the sheet-flow layer! and suspended lo

Fig. 14. Grain volume concentration for acrylic; symbols: Sume
al. and lines: present model

eter. Bold lines refer to Hanes and Bowen’s model, Wilson’s m
akelite; and3: nylon ~see Table 2!. The dotted line representing the fitti
s also shown.
aram
o, *: b
lic~a! i
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qb =E
0

d

CVxdy, qs =E
d

h

CVxdy s38d

and in nondimensional form may be represented by

Fb =
qb

Îgss− 1dd3
, Fs =

qs

Îgss− 1dd3
s39d

A comparison of three different models with the experime
results is shown in Fig. 15. Hanes and Bowen’s model, base
the model of Bagnold, is used describe the grain behavior in
the sheet flow layer. A linear concentration hypothesis, and
eral assumptions about the movement of grains in the sal
area, address the problem and allow the evaluation of the dyn
friction angle and concentration at the top level of the sheet-
layer, of its thickness and of the total load. The problem is g
in terms of nonlinear coupled equations, whose solution giv
total load that is accurately approximated by the monomia
pressionFb=3.5Q5 / 2.

Wilson’s model is based on a mixing-length approach to
scribe the dynamics of the fluid; the grains support tange
stress proportional to the concentration, where the fluid s
stress is supposed to vary quadratically in the sheet-flow l
Assuming a linear concentration profile from the bottom to
top of the sheet-flow layer, the solution gives a transport
equal to

Fig. 16. Friction factor versus Shields parameter. The continuou
in Table 4. Nnadi and Wilson data: +: sand; o, *: bakelite; and3: n

Fig. 17. Apparent bed roughness, in number of grain diameters
~see Table 3!. The straight line is obtained from Pugh and Wilso
376 / JOURNAL OF HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING © ASCE / MAY 2005
Fb =
1.51

k tanwd
Q3/2 s40d

k5Von Kármán’s constant. This result shows little difference w
Meyer-Peter and Müller’s~1948! semiempirical formula ,Fb

=8sQ−Qcd3/2. At high Q values the difference is about 50%.
In the above-mentioned formulas, the Shields paramet

computed on the basis of the effective bottom shear stress d
skin friction. The effective bottom shear stress and the total
tom shear stress coincide for flat bottoms, without any addit
resistance due to bed forms.

The results of the present model are given in terms of the
solid discharge~bed load and suspended load!, whereas the mod
els of Hanes and Bowen, Wilson and Meyer-Peter, and M
give results in terms of the bed load. The present model pre
higher transport, especially at higher Shield parameter values
consistent with the fact that suspended loads show highe
creases in transport, than bed loads, at higher shear rates.

The presence of sediment in suspension and a mobile
strongly influence the shape of the velocity profile, and the
discharge, for a given energy gradient. A global measure o
resistance is obtained as the ratio of the friction velocity, pro
tional to the stress at the bottom, and the mean fluid velocity
use of Chezy’s formula yields the following expression:

s refer to the present model applied to sand and acrylic grains
ee Table 3!.

us Shields parameter. Wilson’s data: +: sand; o, *: bakelite; an3: nylon
99!.
s line
ylon ~s
, vers
n data~19
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Ux = AÎgRJ= Au* s41d

where Ux5depth-averaged horizontal fluid veloci
A=Ux/u*5nondimensional Chezy coefficient;R5hydraulic ra-
dius ~computed assuming free surface!; and J5energy gradien
The Darcy Weisbach friction factor, defined asf r =8/A2

=8su* /Uxd2, has been compared with the experimental resul
Nnadi and Wilson, as shown in Fig. 16.

The friction factor increases for higher values of the Shi
parameter; the effect is more evident for lighter and coarse
ticles, as confirmed by experimental results. The apparent ro
ness of the bed can be evaluated using Colebrook and W
logarithmic formula for fully turbulent motion over a rough pla
bed

Î 8

f r
=

1

k
lnS12.2R

ks
D s42d

with R representing the hydraulic radius;k5reduced Von
Kármán’s constant~Table 5!; andks=md expressing the appare
roughness of the bed in terms of the diameter of the grain.
results are shown in Fig. 17. The apparent roughness varies
10-grain diameters for a Shields parameter near 1, to,100-grain
diameters for a Shields parameter equal to 8. The value us
assumed for a rough, immobile bed is 2-grain diameters, a
kept independent of the Shields parameter. The straight
forced through the origin is obtained from data reported in P
and Wilson~1999!. The best fitting line has equation

ks

d
= s3.36 ± 0.49dQ s43d

The uncertainty in the coefficient represents the standard d
tion in the linear estimate. The uncertainty in the experime
data, as Pugh and Wilson~1999! state in their paper, is less th
20% in the bottom stress evaluation~and hence in the Shiel
parameter if the grain size and the relative density of the
ments are assumed unaffected by errors!. Compared to Pugh an
Wilson’s result, the present model overestimates the app
roughness at high shear rate. Compared to Wilson’s data
present model bounds most of the experimental points.

Conclusions

The model outlined in this study, albeit containing simple
sumptions concerning the interactions between the fluid and
phases, appears to correctly reproduce the high concentratio
ers near the bottom. A region of the domain where the stress
mainly dispersive in the solid phase is contiguous with a re
where the fluid exhibits mainly Reynolds stresses.

The first limitation of the model is the diffusive scheme
sumed for the sediment concentration mass balance equatio
scheme works reasonably well at low and moderate conce
tions, but fails when the mechanism of transmission of s
becomes mainly collisional, and is inadequate in quasi-static
ditions. For future considerations, the proper overlap betwee
diffusion area and quasi-static area should be defined.

The second limitation is the expression of the interfacial f
densities. Such forces have been theoretically and experime
explored for isolated particles, but to the best of our knowle
few studies have been reported, and no experimental me
ments are available for particles at intermediate or high con

trations. In our scheme the interfacial force densities represent the

J

-

-

only direct interaction between the two phases, and a re
description of these forces is essential in order to obtain a re
experimental outcome.

The rheology of grains has been modeled with no regar
the interparticles fluid, assumimg the symmetry of the stress
sor, and neglecting any kind of clustering of the grains. Su
reductive and limited framework does not reflect the real beh
of the system, as evidenced by numerical simulations~Walton et
al. 1991! and experiments. Also friction stress formulation in
granular phase requires improvements.
• A turbulence model for a two-phase system has been ap

The transfer of energy due to correlations between fluid
grain velocity fluctuations is limited to negligible concen
tions; no direct mechanism of transfer of energies~turbulence
energy and pseudothermal energy! is allowed at intermedia
or high grain concentrations. The balance of the different
tributions to the dynamics of turbulence highlights the im
tance of convection in the sheet flow layer.

• The horizontal fluid velocity profiles show a logarithmic
havior in the low concentration area, with the value of the
Kármán’s constant being reduced by the concentration an
density stratification~except for a relatively low Shields p
rameter and light grains!. The lag with respect to the horizo
tal velocity of grains~not shown! is of the order of the frictio
velocity, being higher for coarse particles, and reaches a
mum immediately outside the sheet-flow layer.

• The thickness of the sheet-flow layer, defined on the bas
stress distribution, is of the order of 10-grain diameters
Q=1, increasing with the Shields parameter and consi
with the theoretical formulations of Hanes and Bowen~1985!
and Wilson and Pugh~1988!.

• The global solid discharge, in nondimensional form, incre
as a power of the Shields parameter, with values higher
the experimental measurements and forecasts of severa
models.

• The friction factor is in reasonable agreement with the ex
ments; the relationship between global resistance and
characteristics is best described by expressing the app
roughness of the bottom in number of grain diameters.
apparent roughness varies from,10d at Q=1, to higher val
ues for an increasing Shields parameter, with larger va
being predicted for acrylic than for sand.
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Notation

The following symbols are used in this paper:
A 5 Chezy’s coefficient;

a 5 spatial weighting function;
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n;

p

s

e

e

y

or

nt

e;
b 5 coefficient;
C 5 sediment phase volume concentration;

C0 5 maximum sediment phase volume concentratio
C* 5 critical sediment phase volume concentration;
Cb 5 bottom sediment phase volume concentration;
Cd 5 sediment phase volume concentration at the to

of the sheet flow layer;
CD ,CM ,CP,CL

5 drag, added mass, pressure, and lift coefficient
for a single sphere;

CDe,CMe,CLe

5 effective drag, mass, and lift coefficients for a
cloud of spheres;

Cm ,C«1,C«2,C«3,CC5

5 coefficients in thek-« model;
D f 5 rate of deformation tensor for the fluid;
D 5 pseudothermal energy dissipation rate due to th

particle–boundary collision, diffusion;
Ds, Df 5 symbols for material derivative respect to

sediments, fluids;
d 5 grain diameter;

d50 5 grain diameter having a frequency of 50% in th
frequency distribution of the mixture;

e,ew 5 elastic energy restitution coefficients in the
domain and near the wall;

f 5 force per unit mass;
f 5 function;

f r 5 friction factor;
f1, f11, f2, f3, f4, f5

5 functions in the model of Lun et al.~1984!;
fxst, fyst 5 drag components;

Fstat 5 term in the stationary drag;
Fs 5 coefficient in the expression of the frictional

stresses;
g 5 acceleration of gravity;
h 5 height of the domain;
I 5 pseudothermal energy dissipation rate;
J 5 energy gradient;
k 5 Von Kármán’s constant;

ks 5 apparent roughness of the bottom;
l 5 turbulence length scale;

M j ,M s
d,M f

d

5 interfacial force densities;
Msx

d ,Msy
d 5 interaction force density components;
m 5 coefficient;
n 5 unit normal;
n 5 number of particles per unit volume;
P 5 production of turbulent kinetic energy;

Pextra 5 extra production of turbulent kinetic energy;
ps,pf 5 isotropic component of the sediment and fluid

phase stress tensor;
pint 5 pressure at the interface;
qb 5 bed load solid discharge;
qs 5 suspended load solid discharge;

qPT 5 pseudothermal energy flux;
qPTy 5 vertical component of the pseudothermal energ

flux;
R 5 hydraulic radius;
s 5 space vector;
s 5 density of the sediment phase relative to the

fluid phase;
T 5 stress tensor;
T 5 granular pseudotemperature;
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Tb 5 pseudotemperature at the bottom;
t 5 time;

Ts,T f 5 stress tensor for sediments, fluid;
Tij = i j 5 component ofT;

U 5 velocity vector;
U f ,Vs 5 velocity vector of the fluid and sediment phase;

Ui 5 velocity vector of the interface;
U8 5 fluctuation of velocity vector;
U 5 imposed external velocity oscillation;

U8 5 velocity scale;
Ui8 5 fluctuation of velocityi component;

Ux,Vx,Uy,Vy

5 velocity components alongx andy direction for
the fluid and sediments;

useep 5 seepage fluid velocity;
u* 5 frictional velocity related to the fluid tangential

stress;
w 5 grains settling velocity, velocity scale;
Xj 5 generalized function;

x,y 5 space independent variables;
yb,yt 5 bottom and top spatial coordinate;

y0 5 reference level;
a 5 bed slope angle, coefficient;

b1,b2 5 coefficients;
d 5 thickness of the sheet-flow layer;

di j 5 Kronecker operator;
« 5 turbulence energy dissipation rate;

«extra 5 extra dissipation rate of turbulent energy;
h 5 free surface slope;

Q= 5 Shields parameter;
Qc 5 critical Shields parameter;

k 5 turbulence kinetic energy;
l 5 function in the pseudothermal energy balance f

the granular phase;
l f ,ls 5 fluid and sediment bulk viscosities;
m f ,ms 5 fluid and sediments shear viscosities;

n 5 molecular fluid viscosity;
nt 5 turbulent eddy diffusivity;
ns 5 sediment diffusivity;
r 5 mass density;

ts,t f 5 components of the stress tensor for the sedime
phase and fluid phase;

tsk,tsc,ssk,ssc

5 kinetic and collisional tangential and normal
stresses for the sediment phase;

t fric ,s fric 5 tangential and normal frictional stresses in the
sediment phase;

F j 5 spatial weighted average of the phasic function
Xj;

Fb 5 nondimensional bed load solid discharge;
Fs 5 nondimensional suspended load solid discharg

ws,wd 5 static and dynamic internal friction angle for the
granular system;

w8 5 Coulombic friction angle for the granular
system;

x 5 function in the stress tensor of the granular
phase; and

V 5 fluid phase vorticity.

Symbols

k¯l 5 weighted spatial average operator;

s¯d
,

5 phasic space average operator;
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s¯dˆ 5 density weighted average operator;
s¯d8 5 time fluctuating component; and
s¯d 5 time averaged component.
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